eLabDoc 3: Next Generation Product Library on DiaLog

What has changed in eLabDoc 3
• Old catalog drill-down replaced by more powerful product search
• **Document search works basically unchanged** – select «Documentation»
• New look, moderate rearrangements of known interaction elements

Key Benefits
• Single source of information by integration of: technical-support.roche.com
  reagent-catalog.roche.com
• **Many usability enhancements**, including further improved display on tablet devices

How to set up preferences
• Enter preferences through «my preferences» in the top left menu
• The basic principles of preferences definition and push e-mail settings are unchanged
• More intuitive arrangement of some elements

How to find customer notifications
• Standard search for customer notification documents is unchanged
• **New: Direct access to notifications of the last 6 months** via caroussel menu on eLabDoc homepage (see image)

How to find the latest document version
• Latest version filter facet is available as before
• **New: Version**, and all other filters now allow for multi-select

How to access system / assay specific documents
• Use Documentation search as before
• **New: in Catalog search, search by product name or keyword**, or use filters on the left to search by product segment
• On the product details page of a system or assay, find associated documents in «documentation» tab